Seminar Program:

Friday 12 April 2013
Topic: Getting to know the Hartheim Castle – Place of Learning and Remembrance

14.00 - 14.30: Welcome by YV, erinnern.at, LGSH

    Cathrin Dorner, Mary Ecker, Deborah Hartmann

14.30 - 15.00: Independent discovering of the Location
15.00 - 15.30: Input: The History of Memory: the long Road to Learning and Remembrance.

    Cathrin Dorner, LGSH

15.30 - 16.00: Break
16.00 - 17.30: Tour Memorial Exhibition "Value of Life"

    Cathrin Dorner, LGSH

17.30 - 18.00: Reflection / Discussion
18.15: Shuttle LGSH - Eferding
19.00: Dinner at Seminar Hotel Brummeier

Saturday 13 April 2013
Topic: "Is there an educational Value or what could the educational Value be, while dealing with NS-Perpetrators?"

08.30: Shuttle Eferding - LGSH
09.00 - 10.00: Input and Discussion: YadVashem: Insight into the thematic and conceptual Development and Perpetrators Topic respectively

    Deborah Hartmann, Yad Vashem

10.00 - 11.00: Input and Discussion. erinnern.at: What can we learn from the
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11.00 - 12.30: Practice: Representation of Perpetrators at LGSH
   *Cathrin Dorner, LGSH*

12.30 - 13.30: Lunch (Snack)

13.30 - 15.00: Discussion about the Valuations, Exchange of Experience

15.00 - 15.30: Input: Educational Concept LGSH / Educational Program
   *Cathrin Dorner, LGSH*

15.30 - 16.00: Break

16.00 - 18.00: Educational Practice at LGSH: modules to choose focusing on particular topics
   *Cathrin Dorner, LGSH*

18.15: Shuttle LGSH-Eferding

19.00: Dinner at Seminar Hotel Brummeier

**Sunday 14 April 2013**

**Subject:** Holocaust Educators and Networking

08.30: Shuttle Eferding - LGSH

09.00 - 10.00: Discussion: Opportunities of Networking - Can Places of Learning and Remembrance assume a meaningful role in supporting an European Network of Holocaust Educators

   *Moderator: Deborah Hartmann, Yad Vashem*

10.00 - 11.00: Visit of the Archive / Documentation Center Hartheim
   *Cathrin Dorner, LGSH*

11.00 - 12.00: Reflection / Concluding Discussion
   *Cathrin Dorner, Mary Ecker, Deborah Hartmann*

12.00: Conclusion (Snack)

13.00: Shuttle LGSH - Linz
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